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About This Content

Adds the 'Sexy Ribbons' costume set to the Dressing Room.
This set includes:

•'Risque Ribbon Dress' outfit
•'Ribbon Headband' accessory

•'Heart Pillow' item.
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Title: Gal*Gun: Double Peace - 'Sexy Ribbons' Costume Set
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
INTI CREATES CO., LTD.
Publisher:
PQube Limited
Franchise:
Gal*Gun
Release Date: 24 Nov, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, Windows 8.1, Windows 10

Processor: Intel Core i3-550 / AMD Phenom II X4 964

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTS 450 / ATI Radeon HD 5870

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 10 GB available space

English,Japanese
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Unable to play due to graphics error. Running GTX 660. Gathering supplies simulator 2015.. I don't usually play these type of
games but this one is actually a lot of fun. I was not expecting an early access game to be this good. It's very playable, have not
seen any game breaking bugs so far. This game reminds me of some sort of mix between morrowind, heroes of might and magic
and darkest dungion. It has some very interesting concepts. It's well worth the money the way it is right now but by the looks of
it, it is going to be way better once finished. Highly recommended!. LEARN TO MAKE A SAVE FUNCTION THAT
WORKS!

THE SAVE GAME JUST AUTOSAVES YOUR GAME?

MAKE A MISTAKE O SORRY GET SCREWED IN THE♥♥♥♥♥HAVE A NICE DAY PATHETIC CUSTOMER

CANT EVEN GET THE FUNDAMENTAL BASICS OF MAKING A VIDEO GAME RIGHT! THANKS ASSHOELS FOR
WASTING HOURS OF MY LIFE ON THIS♥♥♥♥♥♥. An Excellent DLC if you\u2019re a SS4 fan.
A little short on length, but high quality. And, would like the devs to adjust for more line-of-sight...not very realistic at times.
Will continue to support SS4 in the future.
. I very much dislike the fact that your unable to chosse who you fall in love with.
Also I rather chosse any other female character for Faye to fall in love with.
No at all found of Lenna, Would rather Faye fall in love with Lotor.
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why the ♥♥♥♥ cant i refund this game............ Arrange elements such as mirrors, splitters, etc, to hit targets with a stream of
particles.

This is no Auditorium, and its very rough around the edges.
Youll get levels that are incredibly trivial, others that I appeared to light everything up but didnt let me finish until I took a
different route to lighting them up, the relatively few particles seem to get slow down at times, and there are very few levels that
really give you an aha! moment of satisfaction even when they do get a little taxing.

That all said: When it works, and for the most part it does, its a fairly relaxing few hours of some decent looking, decent
sounding particle fiddling. There are a lot of levels to get through, and while the mechanics are quite simple and limited I cant
say I was particularly bored for the few hours of active play I put in.

Dont expect something amazingly clever, tricky, or polished, and youll almost certainly get your monies worth, especially if you
get it on sale.. My main problem with this game, and it's a huge problem I think, is that it maps the playable area to your
chaperone bounds exactly.

Couple that with the tiny size of the paddles, and this means you'll be swinging your Vive controllers - at high speeds - right at
the bounds of your chaperone, which is usually where you have walls and floors and furniture and what not. I can't tell you how
many times I've hit my controllers against stuff, and how many balls I've missed because I'm too afraid to swing at my
chaperone bounds.

I can't believe the developers haven't thought about this. Look at Holoball, which does it right: in Settings, you can set a padding
area from your chaperone that basically narrows down your playing field so you're not swinging at the edges. And the paddles
are larger in Holoball.
In Cyberpong, the default paddles don't even extrude past the controller. No, for that you have to use an "ability" or select
another character with long but extra narrow paddles. Utterly ridiculous.

Beyond that, it's... eh. It's way too claustrophobic. And the balls are slow, and the shape and position of the paddle makes swings
awkward.. The first look is oke.
But there are a few things missing: No Free Roam option (something I miss and find that is more common with new routes), no
scenarios for standaard, which is strange (just career).. Surprisingly fun game, where you fight 1 or more enemies each stage,
kinda like bosses.
You unlock different Phoenix as you progress through the game, and each one have different shots and special attack (the
special attack charges and shoots automatically during battle).
The game is pretty hard, but it is rewarding when you acomplish the level.
Controls are great, and it does has controller support that works 100% (I'm using Xbox 360 cont).

Great game, and I think Devs could have made it even better if they keep investing in the game.
Recommended!. Got a refund after a few minutes of playing. It literally has 2 minutes of gameplay. If you believe streaming is a
two button process grind, it's your game. Otherwise I wouldn't recommend it. If the game was $0.99 you know MAYBE I'd say
sure, have a good laugh.. [gently pounding hands on the table and chanting] Goat dad goat dad goat dad. It's a really fun, fast
pased shooter that has a kick♥♥♥♥♥sound track and your shots match up with the music. The price is a little steep for the
content though, wait for a price drop before buying it, but other than that, it's really good.. Lots of technical issues and bugs, for
some reason it does not recognize my VR controller at start, and once the game starts it does, it also force you to press X on
keyboard to reload, which make this VR thing kinda of not working.

Once the game does work properly, it gets real old and repetitive after the 1st 2 levels.. A short puzzle game, same as the
prequel but with little balls (höhö) and a bit better!
My little brother of 7 years played through this in 1 hours so i can't really say it's challenging :D
Great for achievements! But Zup is still better.
7/10
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